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welcome to source 2019

We are all part of the vibrant network that makes up our local 
Jewish community. Our success is driven by a simple idea – we 
are stronger together!

The source of that strength is the generosity of individuals and families in our NSW and 
ACT Jewish communities. Your contributions – of time and money, commitment and 
caring – are the foundation of our continued success.

Every day, around the clock, JCA-supported organisations deliver vital services 
to members of our community – in aged care, in social services for family members 
with disabilities, in fee support for children who could otherwise not attend Jewish 
day schools, in cultural and engagement activities, in Holocaust remembrance and 
education outreach, in advocacy for the Jewish community and protection of our family 
members at Jewish gatherings, at Shules and schools, and online.

This Source magazine is a celebration of ‘you’ and of ‘us’. Of what we’ve achieved 
together over the past year and how we aim to build on our success this year. It’s a year 
of exciting change and innovation for JCA and we hope to share that with you.
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Today, JCA is at the heart of the 
Jewish Community in NSW and 
the ACT. Our sole focus is on 
the needs of our community – 
ensuring its vibrancy, security and 
sustainability, enriching us all.
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supporting  
& connecting  

our local jewish 
community

JCA was initially constituted more than 50 years ago to act as the 
primary fundraiser for our member organisations. Over time, the 
number of organisations has grown and so, too, has the role of JCA.

As a central point for strategic planning, JCA has become a primary facilitator for our highly 
interconnected, vibrant community network – a window through which the many varied 
activities of our community can be seen and supported.

We help connect our donors to causes, skilled volunteers to community organisations, 
schoolchildren to their Jewish identity, tomorrow’s entrepreneurs to like-minded innovators, 
new charity initiatives to community funding, future leaders to positions in philanthropy, and 
ideas to realisation.
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jca president’s report

Stephen Chipkin
Welcome to Source and a very different new JCA year. Our warm thanks to 
the many thousands in our community whose commitment and generosity 
helped strengthen us in 2018. 2019 promises to be an exciting year for our 
local Jewish community – building on the success in 2018 and with the 
planned introduction of a new approach to Fundraising and Allocations. 
The new approach helps answer the question: “Where does my money go?” 
It shines a light on our community – on the breadth of services and support 
we provide for each other, and the fundraising targets required to sustain 
them. It enables donors to prioritise their giving to programs closest to their 
hearts and, importantly, to see the impact of their generosity.
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JCA’s successes in 2018 were many. The 2018 
Campaign was the highest result ever, $13.22m. 
Many of our donors increased their giving 
in 2018 and we saw a net increase in total 
numbers, including a growth in our younger 
donor group for the third year running.

We strengthened our long-term capital base 
by securing major gifts from donors and we 
launched the JCA 2% Bequest Program (the 
simple idea being for everyone to consider 
leaving at least 2% of their estate to the local 
community by including a legacy gift to JCA in 
their will). Major gifts and bequests are both key 
elements of our community’s long-term financial 
sustainability plan.

We also continued our investment in the 
next generation through Jumpstart – with 
packed 10x10 events, 500 people attending our 
Shark Tank event, the launch of the Jumpstart 
Volunteer platform, and continued growth in 
the Innovation Hub and Observership Program. 
The energy and engagement of our younger 
community augurs well for our long-term 
continuity.

2018 was unfortunately also a year of real loss 
within the ranks of our community leaders. Frank 
Wolf and Aubrey Krawitz each made magnificent 
contributions as leaders within our JCA community 
over many years, as did Jeremy Spinak in a life 
and career cut tragically short. Though their 
legacies persist, each will be sorely missed. 

Our connected network
Our community success is measured in more 
than dollars raised and donor numbers. Our 
true collective success lies in the network that 
exists between the individuals and organisations 
that make up our community; the opportunities 
to enrich our lives by volunteering and giving 
back to community; the sense of belonging 
and meaning it provides us; and in the critical 

services and programs delivered by our 
23 member organisations across the areas of 
Aged & Community Care; Culture, Engagement 
& Outreach; Holocaust, History & Heritage; 
Jewish Education; and Security & Advocacy.

Simon Schama, the English historian and 
specialist in Jewish history, has described our 
Jewish culture and religion as ‘suitcase ready’, 
because we have been forced to leave so often. 
That history has, in the process, taught us the 
secret of community-making: to provide our 
children and grandchildren with an enduring 
sense of belonging; one that connects all of us 
to a 3,500-year-old history. Together, we have 
created that in our local Jewish community 
in NSW and ACT, and JCA continues to play 
a central role in ensuring we have a vibrant, 
secure and sustainable community for future 
generations. 

A bright light in dark times
The value of our community is even more 
compelling in the context of a less certain 
world where we are witnessing a rampant rise 
of antisemitism across the globe. On our own 
doorstep, the number of antisemitic incidents 
rose by 60% from 2017 to 2018 and we remain 
compelled to spend an inordinate amount on our 
local safety through CSG and Advocacy.

My recent personal journey to Eastern Europe 
to search out my Lithuanian roots took me to 
places once thriving with Jewish life and culture. 
Today, they are stripped bare and replaced 
with memorial plaques on walls and broken 
gravestones – a stark contrast to our vibrant local 
community and our ability to live proudly as Jews.

The clear message in all of this is that 
we cannot take our security and our future 
for granted. We all have to work hard, both 
individually and collectively, to preserve and 
sustain it for ourselves and for future generations. 
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A new approach to fundraising  
and allocation
I mentioned earlier the planned introduction 
this year of a new JCA Fundraising and 
Allocations model. Our model has remained 
largely unchanged since JCA’s inception more 
than 50 years ago: JCA has conducted annual 
fundraising campaigns and then distributed 
those funds to member organisations based on 
relative need as assessed by the Allocations 
Committee. 

This model has been successful in fostering 
co-operation and cohesion within our community. 
It has ensured that competing community needs 
have been balanced and well-served with the 
strong supporting the weak for the common good.

So, why change it?
With the traditional approach, funds are 

raised without clear visibility of the bottom-
up need across the different programs in our 
community and donors do not have clarity on 
where their money goes. Donors, particularly the 
younger generation, are seeking a more direct 
connection between their donations and the 
underlying cause and, with that, greater insight 
into the impact of their giving. This is a global 
philanthropic trend.

The challenge for JCA was to respond to this 
donor need and at the same time preserve the 
essence of the collective JCA model, ensuring 
that monies are well applied and that key 
community needs are met. We believe the new 
model we are introducing in 2019 achieves that.

Insight, transparency and impact
The new approach will provide greater insight 
into the breadth and depth of programs provided 
by our member organisations and the impact 
these programs deliver to our community.

It will provide transparency, up front, of actual 

funding needs – setting funding targets for each 
program – and insight into where the money 
goes. Importantly, it will give donors the ability to 
prioritise their giving – directing their donations to 
the JCA Core Fund and/or to specific programs 
that are most meaningful to them.

 JCA Allocations will continue to play a key 
and objective role in ensuring that the core 
needs of the community are met: by setting the 
funding targets in consultation with member 
organisations; by redistributing any excess funds 
received; and by dealing with any shortfalls.

The new model will enable us to engage 
more effectively with donors and reach a wider 
audience. It will also provide an opportunity for 
the member organisations, whose programs 
are being funded, to take a more active role in 
promoting the JCA Campaign amongst their 
support base.

Full details of the new model, including 
the description of each of the programs to be 
funded, the funding targets for each, and how 
donor choices can be made, will be listed in 
a comprehensive program directory available 
through the JCA website.

A final note of gratitude
I express, again, my sincere thanks for the 
collective effort and contribution of the many 
wonderful people who make up our community 
– the donors, the staff and volunteers of JCA’s 
23 member organisations – and on behalf of 
the thousands of community members who are 
the beneficiaries of this vibrant, connected local 
Jewish community that we have built together 
for all of us. 

We look forward to your participation in this 
exciting new chapter for JCA and our community.
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a message from jca ceo
Bruce Goldsmith

Almost everyone will know of someone who has 
been supported or inspired by the programs and 
services JCA member organisations provide 
across the sectors of Aged & Community Care; 
Culture, Engagement & Outreach; Holocaust, 
History & Heritage; Jewish Education and 
Security & Advocacy.

When you consider the number of individuals 
that are connected to community – as staff, as 
volunteers, and as recipients of a remarkable 
array of programs – you start to get some sense 
of just how vibrant our community truly is.

These programs – delivered by JCA member 
organisations and through strategic partnerships 
– support the foundations of Jewish identity 
highlighted by the Gen 17 study published by 
JCA in collaboration with Monash University. 

These include: care for the aged and most 
vulnerable in our community; participation in 
Jewish education; identification with the State of 
Israel; and remembrance of the Holocaust.

In the aged care sector, in addition to the 
many hundreds of community members who 
receive the very highest levels of care and 
service – supported in part by government 
assistance packages and claims council funding 
– there are many more whose quality of life and 
dignity are upheld by programs that would not 
otherwise be available. In 2018, some 2,000 frail 
and elderly members of our community were 
provided with social services and support to 
help them live in their own homes, aided by 65 
volunteers who reach out to isolated individuals. 
More than 300 classes were held to support 

As I reflect on 2018, I am inspired 
by our community’s generosity. 
Your donations have helped 
us deliver a record financial 
allocation to our member 
organisations. This enables them, 
in turn, to provide the services 
and programs that strengthen 
our vibrant network – the Jewish 
community of NSW and the ACT.
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positive ageing and wellness programs and 
230 families caring for loved ones with dementia 
received much-needed respite support.

In just the past year, hundreds of needs-based 
support assessments were conducted by social 
workers, more than 19,000 kosher meals were 
delivered, and 16,000 bus rides helped foster 
social connectedness.

A wide range of relief programs offered help 
for community members in crisis, including 
domestic violence, suicide prevention, chronic 
illness, grief counselling and aid to children. 
Community helplines fielded calls from more 
than 2,000 people seeking information and 
assistance, and more than 1,200 attended 
education and information forums. 

Disability support services provided 
a framework for social inclusion through 
employment opportunities, vocational and 
life skills training, and sporting activities for 
hundreds in our community.

Programs that foster Jewish education and 
learning extend to thousands in our community, 
from pre-schoolers to young adults studying 
Hebrew and Biblical Studies in tertiary learning 
institutions. Every month, 1,200 families receive 
free Jewish early-reading books and some 2,000 
students in 62 secular schools receive classes 
in Jewish studies. In our Jewish day schools, 
funding for extra support services allows 
100 children with special needs to enjoy the 
benefits of a Jewish education. And, through fee 
assistance for families in need, more than 700 
more children are able to attend a Jewish day 
school.

Every year, hundreds of Year 10 students in 
public and non-Jewish schools are given the 
opportunity to attend a five week education 
program in Israel – providing an experience that 
lasts a lifetime – and since 2014 has had almost 
1,100 participants.

Closer to home, our schools, Shules and 
Jewish gatherings are protected by more than 
260 highly-trained volunteers who are part 
of a larger security operation that includes 
intelligence and information analysis, security 
systems operations and crisis management. 

Advocacy initiatives provide further 
safeguards for our community in the political 
arena, in the media – with more than 1,000 
media responses in 2018 alone – and through 
special cross-cultural events to mark occasions 
like Yom HaShoah.

The work of several of our member 
organisations ensures that the memory of the 
Holocaust does not dim for future generations, 
both within our own community and through 
outreach programs to the broader population. 
Many of the people reached by these programs 
would otherwise have little exposure to Jewish 
culture or history. In 2018 alone, more than 
27,000 high school students and 1,000 teachers 
got to experience the history of the Holocaust 
through personal interaction and the more than 
790 hours of Survivor testimonies that have been 
preserved for future generations.

Behind the numbers contained in this 
magazine are countless individual stories of 
lives that have been enriched or transformed 
by the services our community makes available 
to all its members. We have created a vast and 
vibrant network – one that connects and binds 
us together in community. We cannot take this 
gift for granted – it is something very precious 
we have built together over more than 50 years 
and that will, with proper care and sustenance, 
outlast us.

Thank you to all who have given in 2018 
– whether through your time, your talent, or 
treasure. 

We are all in this together and we are stronger 
and better for it.
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jca office team
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1 Eric Barlin Head of Marketing & Communications
2 Elyse Chiert Marketing & Engagement Manager
3 Jacqui Fine Head of Finance
4 Raelle Freinkel Y2i Coordinator
5 Bruce Goldsmith Chief Executive Officer
6 David Graham Demographer Consultant
7 Alain Hasson Chief Operating Officer
8 Brenda Kaplan Head of Donor Relations
9 Jami Kochan Office Assistant
10 Shari Lowe Planning Manager
11 Kim Morris Executive Assistant & Office Manager

12 Kareen Neumann Planning Manager
13 Tanya Shmulburd Payments & Accounts Officer
14 Isabelle Stanton Engagement Manager
15 Rachel Swartz Y2i Manager
16 Shiran Symonds Jumpstart Project Manager
17 Rose Temple Community Communications 

Coordinator (Volunteer)
18 Laura Velik Database Manager & Analyst
19 Lydia Vesely Engagement Manager
20 Aaron Zaidel Accounts Assistant
21 Mark Zworestine Head of Legacy Giving
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volunteer committees

2018 volunteer committees
Allocations
Anna Green Chair
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Alain Hasson JCA COO 
Damien Elias
Lianne Graf
Neville Katz

Award Council
Dalia Ayalon Sinclair OAM Chair
David Golovsky
Michael Graf

Board of Governors 
Stephen Chipkin President
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
David Balkin AM
Kelly Bayer Rosmarin
Lesli Berger
Adam Blackman
Nathan Briner
Yael Cass
Gil Davis
Lauren Ehrlich
Damien Elias
David Freeman AM
Jonathan Gavshon
Daniel Goulburn OAM
Lianne Graf
Anna Green
Timothy Greenstein
David Guth
Peter Ivany AM
Stephen Jankelowitz
Neville Katz
Gus Lehrer AM FAA
Jonathan Leib
Trevor Lorge
Frank Marks LLM
Anna Marks OAM
Earl Melamed

Janet Merkur
David Nathan
Peter Philippsohn OAM
Leanne Piggott
Jeremy Samuel
Richard Scheinberg AM
Jillian Segal AO AM
Kathy Shand
Barry Smorgon OAM
David Speiser
Jonathan Teperson
Allan Vidor AM
Peter Wertheim AM
Henry Wirth
Peter Wise

Building & Capital 
Jonathan Teperson Chair
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Alain Hasson JCA COO
Craig Blackstone
Andrew Boyarsky
Teri Esra
Rebecca Finkelstein
Nicky Green
Kevin Kalinko
Paul Kaplan

Communal Group 
Tracey Hayim Chair
Kim Alster
Elyse Chiert JCA Office
Emma Goldstein
Tracey Kessler
Lisa Kramer
Roz Levin
Tal Rapke
Amber Rubenstein
Jacqui Scheinberg
Nicki Smoli
Nicola Tkachenko
Lydia Vesely JCA Office

Engagement 
Kathy Shand Chair
Jacqui Scheinberg Chair 

Women’s Gold
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Simone Blumberg
Josh Butt
Carin Cohen
Brenda Kaplan JCA Office
Ali Linz

Executive 
Stephen Chipkin President
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Kelly Bayer Rosmarin
Lesli Berger
Josh Butt (Observer)
Jonathan Gavshon
Anna Green
Trevor Lorge
Earl Melamed
Leanne Piggott
Allie Rosen (Observer)
Jeremy Samuel
Kathy Shand
Jonathan Teperson

Fundraising 
Earl Melamed Chair
Stephen Chipkin President
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Michael Gottlieb
Evan Penn
Ricky Rosettenstein
Myra Salkinder
Hilton Swartz
Suzanne Tavill
Mark Zworestine JCA Office
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Fundraising –  
Long term capital
Stephen Chipkin President
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Alain Hasson JCA COO
Richard Gelski
Earl Melamed
Peter Philippsohn OAM
Peter Price AM OAM
Suzanne Tavill

Honorary Life Governors 
David Balkin AM
Peter Ivany AM
Peter Philippsohn OAM
Richard Scheinberg AM
Jillian Segal AO AM
Barry Smorgon OAM
Peter Wise

Investment 
Rhett Kessler Chair
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Sheri Fisher (Observer)
John Freedman
Howard Kantor
Trevor Lorge
Adam Myers
Leon Narunsky JCA Office
Jill Pleban
Ian Sandler
Steven Sher

Jumpstart 
Kelly Bayer Rosmarin Co-Chair
Jonathan Gavshon Co-Chair
Jonathan Barouch
Valeska Bloch
Gina Bolon
Gina Cohen JCA Office

Katie Harrison
Sasha Hoffmann
Claudia Hurwitz
Lauren Kavnat
Jacqui Kempler
Ashleigh Levett JCA Office
Ben Levi
Laurence Marshbaum
Lauren Placks
Isabella Rich
Richard Ross
Cayley Smith
Jessica Stone
Natalia Wakerman

Jumpstart 
sub-committees 
Jonathan Barouch
Valeska Bloch
Gina Bolon
Ryan Jacobs
Landon Kahn
Lauren Kavnat
Tanya Keyser
Lisa Kirstein
Keri Kitay
Ben Levi
Bruce Levine
Mark Mendel
Bryan Poggo
Jonathan Raymond
Isabella Rich
Ricky Rosettenstein
Richard Ross
Marissa Sandler
Michelle Schnabl
Marc Schwartz
Paula Shakenovsky
Max Shand
Georgia Stern

Nominations 
Daniel Goulburn OAM
Timothy Greenstein
Gus Lehrer AM FAA

Planning 
Leanne Piggott Chair
Stephen Chipkin President
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Alain Hasson JCA COO
Michal Alhadeff
Lesli Berger
Gregory Einfeld
Anna Green
Michael Kresner
Melissa Levi
Mark Rohald
Jacqui Scheinberg
Adam Shell
Jeremy Spinak
Jonathan Teperson

Status
Jeremy Samuel Chair
Bruce Goldsmith JCA CEO
Alain Hasson JCA COO
Barbara Linz
Colin Resnick

Y2i 
Jeremy Dunkel Chair
Darren Chait
Ariane Fuchs
Yair Miller OAM
Peter Philippsohn OAM
Les Szekely
Ron Weiser AM



jca allocations
In 2018, JCA allocated more than $12.5 million to 
support the services and programs delivered to our 
community by member organisations. 

Funds are distributed in accordance with the rigorous JCA Allocations 
Committee process and are determined in consultation with member 
organisations taking into consideration operational efficiencies, 
requirements by sector, and the needs of the community as a whole. 

JCA would like to acknowledge the collaborative spirit of individual 
organisations, in particular those who are self-funded and were able to 
forego community funding in 2018 so that others might be supported 
and strengthened for the benefit of all.

ceo sp beint pr vc all
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our vibrant 
community
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JCA supports a vibrant network of member organisations, 
volunteer committees and strategic partnerships that, together, deliver 
the many programs and initiatives available to our community.

These programs span the spectrum of Aged & Community Care; 
Culture, Engagement & Outreach; History & Heritage; Jewish Education; 
and Security & Advocacy. 

They also include important strategic initiatives, many aimed at the next 
generation of the Jewish community. The Observership Program, now 
in its sixth year, helps develop future leaders in community philanthropy. 
JCA Jumpstart, supported by the generosity of The Giving Forum, 
provides a focus for engagement with community members under the 
age of 40, a donor cohort that has continued to grow for the past three 
years. Youth 2 Israel (Y2i) has provided unforgettable trips to Israel for 
more than 1,000 students.

While the following pages provide an overview of the sectors, member 
organisations and strategic partnerships of JCA, a directory of all 
programs will be made available to donors as part of the new JCA 
Fundraising and Allocations approach.

The directory will have detailed information about each program, 
including their fundraising targets for 2019 and metrics about the impact 
these programs have in our community.

As a JCA donor, you will have the choice to allocate contributions to the 
JCA Core Fund and also, hopefully, to increase your giving by allocating 
donations to the specific programs that resonate most for you.

s&ajece&o hh&h
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G-d gave burdens, but  
he also gave shoulders.

Yiddish proverb

Caring for our ageing population and dealing with issues of mental 
health are two of the most pressing problems facing our community 
in coming years. JCA is committed to assisting its member 
organisations working in these areas to face them head on.

The diversity, breadth and depth of services available to our 
community is astounding. B’nai B’rith Retirement Villages, Burger 
Centre, COA, JewishCare, Montefiore and Wolper Jewish Hospital 
provide the elderly and those needing physical and mental health 
services access to high quality care that might otherwise be beyond 
their reach.

18
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b’nai b’rith 
retirement 

villages
B’nai B’rith Retirement Villages (BBRV) was set up in the early 60s originally to provide 
affordable independent accommodation to Jewish parents of recently arrived immigrants. 
Today BBRV still continues to provide independent living accommodation at a cost which 
is far less than a resident would pay for other comparable retirement accommodation. 
BBRV has three villages located in Rose Bay, Double Bay and Wahroonga, offering different 
types of accommodation for residents in differing financial circumstances. The villages 
provide a communal Jewish environment for people wanting to live independently. 

The community, by and large, 
doesn’t realise that there are 
just as many Jewish seniors 
in financial stress as there are 
elsewhere needing a secure 
affordable place to call home.

Leon Fredkin, General Manager
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Without JCA we would not be 
able to offer the diversity of 
programs we do.

Bronwyn Elbourne, Senior Manager

burger centre
The Burger Centre, according to Bronwyn Elbourne, Senior Manager, “is still 
one of the best kept secrets.” Through its three remarkable activity programs it 
enables members of our community to experience positive ageing, with a 
focus on wellness. The programs provide respite for carers of people with 
cognitive decline, social support for people living on their own or with family 
members who desire social and communal connections, and the Wellness 
programs that include Hydro Cise, Tai Chi and Dance for Parkinsons. One day 
per week is designed to cater for the Russian community. At the Burger Centre, 
ageing members of our community can feel stimulated, a sense of worth, a 
sense of connection and a sense of wellness.

20
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coa
COA’s compassionate support services help Jewish seniors remain independently in their 
own homes for as long as practical. Their premier service is Kosher Meals-on-Wheels, 
delivering over 1,000 meals weekly to all areas of Sydney. COA’s Krygier Centre provides 
programmed activities six days a week, including live music, language lessons, exercise, 
outings and more. COA relies on the involvement of over 150 active volunteers, who provide 
office support and man a range of outreach services to ensure Jewish seniors remain 
connected to community; for instance, Shalom Connect volunteers make weekly and daily 
phone calls to isolated, housebound seniors, and the Hannah Meyer Project visits Jewish 
residents in non-denominational nursing homes for weekly Shabbat candle lighting and 
holiday celebrations. As Rachel Tanny, CEO, commented, “It’s really about the connection … 
I like to say we provide food for the body, food for the mind and food for the soul.”

One of the core goals is to reach 
out to anybody and everybody 
to see how we can expand our 
reach and our services, and JCA is 
instrumental in helping us do that.

Rachel Tanny, CEO
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jewishcare
JewishCare is a remarkable organisation servicing the needs of the most vulnerable 
members of our community. It is estimated that about one in four members of our community 
requires its help. Its mission for Aged Care is to enable people to remain in their homes for 
as long as possible. With that in mind, in addition to mainstream social services, it provides 
a network of friendship clubs so that isolated elderly people are still able to have a social 
connection to the community. Child and Family Services support youth through mentorship 
of Big Brothers Big Sisters, support Jewish prison inmates and their families as well as 
support victims of domestic violence. Suicide has become a major concern with an increased 
number of community members dying by suicide. JewishCare’s response has been to 
launch the Jewish Suicide Prevention Strategy as part of its mental health programs. Its 
disability services employ 20 people with an intellectual disability in order to develop skills 
and provide them with meaningful employment. Similarly, Our Kitchen Hand is a project 
where people with an intellectual disability are taught to shop, cook and provide meals for 
themselves. Claire Vernon, CEO, says, “Instead of giving our clients fish, we give them the 
fishing line.”

In the areas of child and family 
services we rely solely on funds 
from the community, and that 
enables us to provide youth 
services to young people. 

Claire Vernon, CEO

22
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We need the support of the community 
so we can continue to care for our 
elders in the future – we are already 
seeing an ageing population with higher 
care needs, and almost 50 per cent of 
our residents live with some level of 
dementia or cognitive impairment.

Robert Orie, CEO

montefiore
Montefiore is one of Australia’s oldest Jewish communal organisations, serving the 
Sydney Jewish community for more than 130 years. Today they provide award-winning 
residential aged care to 740 people as well as Help at Home services to support those 
living independently. According to CEO Robert Orie, Montefiore “is one of the leading aged 
care organisations in the country thanks to our high staffing levels, specialised clinical and 
allied health care, commitment to best practice and a mission that drives us to bring choice, 
dignity and wellbeing to all the people we serve.” What is less widely understood is the fact 
that Montefiore relies on communal contributions as well as a cross-subsidy model to bring 
the same high standards of care and accommodation to all its residents regardless of their 
financial means, including the 40 per cent who are pensioners and make no contribution 
over and above 85 per cent of the government pension.
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wolper jewish 
hospital

Wolper Jewish Hospital is one of Sydney’s leading private hospitals providing high-quality 
care to all members of the general community, within the framework of our Jewish ethos. 
In fact, Wolper is Australia’s only Jewish hospital and whilst a dedicated JCA member 
organisation, it does not seek an allocation of funds from JCA. It has 54 beds providing 
predominantly rehabilitation services for older and orthopaedic patients, with medical 
beds and a palliative care service. Its high standards are legendary with occupancy levels 
consistently over 90 per cent. What is less known is that a high percentage of patients are 
not Jewish which Wolper sees as an outreach opportunity. The Wolper Jewish Hospital 
Health Foundation makes grants to other organisations for health and wellbeing initiatives 
and works in concert with other JCA organisations such as JewishCare.

For many of our (non-Jewish) patients, 
this is their only exposure to the 
Jewish community. We work to ensure 
that all our patients experience the 
warmth and compassion that is 
intrinsic to the Jewish community in 
all aspects of their care.

Daniel Goulburn OAM, President
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A Jewish community that is 
diverse and openly embraces all 
who seek to lead actively Jewish 
lives will be a Jewish community 
that is stronger and more enduring 
for generations to come.

Lynn Schusterman, Jewish American Philanthropist

JCA seeks to ensure a future where the Jewish community is robust, 
strong, sustainable and enduring. Organisations such as the ACT 
Jewish Community, Maccabi, Shalom, National Council of Jewish 
Women Australia (NSW), B’nai B’rith and The Jewish Folk Centre 
provide a diverse range of services and activities which engage with 
and cater to the Jewish and non-Jewish communities of NSW. 
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act jewish 
community

ACT Jewish Community is housed in the National Jewish Memorial Centre, adjacent to 
Parliament House, providing a range of connections to Jewish cultural and religious life in 
Canberra. With Orthodox and Progressive congregations under one roof, Veronica Leydman, 
Board President, is correct when she says, “There really is something for everybody from all 
walks of Jewish life in Canberra.” It hosts events for all of the chaggim. Youth education is at 
the forefront of its focus and in order to engage young people they have Shlichim from Israel 
to plan for each year. All of the educational programs are suppported by JCA. In addition to 
the packed calendar of events aimed at engagement of all ages, it is also the centre where 
JewishCare, the National Council of Jewish Women, the Australian Jewish Historical Society 
and the ACT Zionist Council in Canberra provide Jewish programs for all. The ACT Jewish 
Community is therefore crucial for Jewish life in our national capital.

I know that without JCA’s 
support we couldn’t run 
many of the educational 
programs that we do.

Veronica Leydman, Board President
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We are an integral part of NSW 
Jewry and I feel it’s very important 
that we are shown to be part of that 
community and our connection to 
JCA ensures we stay that way.

Anna Marks OAM, President

b’nai b’rith
B’nai B’rith is a long-standing organisation founded by German and Austrian refugees to 
recreate social circles and contacts that they enjoyed before WWII. In recent years the South 
African immigrants to Sydney who want to engage with the broader Jewish community have 
joined B’nai B’rith. The organisation has many social activities including walks, book clubs, 
lectures and exhibitions to engage their members and provide them with real-life networking 
opportunities. Young people are engaged through its very successful Band Competition. 
Outreach is another significant aspect of B’nai B’rith with its members involved in the delivery 
of parcels to 170 needy members of the community for Pesach and Rosh Hashanah alone. 
Moreover, through its Courage To Care arm, it educates people throughout NSW on issues 
of bullying and inclusion.
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jewish  
folk centre

Jewish Folk Centre is a vibrant cottage filled with ex-Israelis celebrating all the Chaggim, 
unique events such as Bagel with a Shmooz where you can fress and speak Yiddish, Hebrew 
writing groups, literature and movies in Hebrew and English, Israeli dancing and more. This 
is one place in Sydney where you can feel like you are in a shtetl at the turn of the century in 
Poland while at the same time being at Gordon’s Beach in Tel Aviv. As part of a JewishCare 
initiative, with the assistance of JCA, the Folk Centre – also known as Ha’Moadon Ha’Israeli 
– has just added a small commercial kitchen to be utilised by JewishCare. It will be used to 
teach people living with disabilities how to cook through the Our Kitchen Hand program, so 
that living independently can become even more attainable.

We are both very excited as 
this agreement (the kitchen) 
… represents a great use of 
community resources.

Allan Vidor OAM, President JewishCare  
Miri Orden, President of Jewish Folk Centre

Jewish Folk Centre

Ha’Moadon Ha’Israell
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JCA has provided funds to 
employ a program manager 
to enable us to drive crucial 
activities and programs.

Daniel Kresner, General Manager

maccabi nsw
Maccabi NSW is seen by many of us in the community simply as a sports organisation but 
it is so much more. As one of the largest Jewish volunteer organisations, Maccabi reaches 
some corners of the Jewish community that no other organisation touches, bringing together 
both juniors and adults from different backgrounds and socio-economic standards from 
across Australia and New Zealand. Maccabi fosters life skills and values such as teamwork, 
cooperation, fair play and respect. This significant life education is something that many 
would envy, particularly considering most of those that help to run the organisation are 
volunteers! JCA funding has allowed the All Abilities program to be established, providing 
recreational opportunities for people living with a disability. Maccabi’s new initiative Maccabi 
Life is focused on health and wellness and encompasses events and seminars on topics 
such as ‘screen time’ and healthy eating, to enable and promote healthier lifestyles for those 
in our community.
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national council 
of jewish women 
of australia (nsw)
National Council of Jewish Women of Australia NSW (NCJWA) is an organisation assisting 
women of all ages. Its MUM FOR MUM NCJWA program, where experienced mothers 
mentor vulnerable mums, is a lifeline for women who are often isolated in the first year of 
motherhood. This program, in part supported by JCA, has quickly grown from 28 mums 
and volunteers to 200 mums and volunteers. To the outside community it is a testament to 
the generosity and caring of Jewish women. Other programs include its Cancer Support 
Network and recently launched Gene Circle, a support group for Jewish women affected 
by the BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation. Days for Girls volunteers sew sanitary pads for women in 
developing countries and Birthing Kits volunteers assemble birthing kits to reduce maternal 
and infant mortality. NCJWA’s Books out Loud volunteers read to residents of nursing 
homes. It recently introduced the Cuddle Bundles project, collecting and supplying quality 
baby clothing to those in need with 200 kg of goods already finding new homes. NCJWA’s 
volunteer base continues to increase which allows it to increase its outreach, working at a 
grassroots level to improve the quality of life for women, children and families.

To the outside community it is an 
outstanding testament to the generosity 
and caring of Jewish women.

Miri Orden, Co-Vice President
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shalom
Shalom’s pioneering Jewish life and learning programs increase the vibrancy and 
inclusiveness of our community. The AEPi House, a Jewish house at UNSW is the Sydney 
base for a global Jewish university brotherhood and AUJS provides meaningful Jewish 
experiences for university students through social events, conferences and advocacy work. 
Shalom College provides Jewish university campus accommodation whilst post university, 
Moishe House is run by four resident, working, young adults aged between 25 and 30 
who host five programs monthly for their peers. Shalom’s Thinktrepeneur and Professional 
Women’s Forum support young professionals to increase their skills and networks. PJ Library 
delivers Jewish books to 1,350 families in NSW every month, supporting parents as they 
read to their young children connecting them to their Jewish identity through story. More 
than 6,000 people across all ages explore Jewish ideas through Shalom’s Limmud, Sydney 
Jewish Writers Festival and theatre productions.

We have so many different 
community engagement arms that 
people don’t realise they are all 
under the banner of Shalom. Most 
of these are supported by JCA.

Tamara Samuel, CEO
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Even in darkness it is  
possible to create light.

Elie Wiesel

The Jewish Museum and the Jewish Historical 
Society provide a conduit for the preservation 
of our history as well as a voice for teaching 
the lessons of the Holocaust. 
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The Society’s rent and cost 
of archiving the community’s 
records are covered by JCA.

Peter Philippsohn OAM, President

australian jewish  
historical society

The Jewish Historical Society has undergone a metamorphosis since its inception. Once 
an entity with no modern website, minimal technology and no full-time salaried archivist, 
the Society has advanced well into the 21st century. It now has a dedicated archivist who is 
able to collate valuable historical documents relevant to a range of Jewish organisations, as 
well as creating a website with a vast database covering much of Australia’s Jewish history. 
This includes a range of documents from the Jewish Board of Deputies’ minute books from 
meetings in 1948 outlining how we as a community were going to welcome refugees to 
discussions with the government and other Jewish organisations from the past. Moreover, 
one can search the online database in a range of areas from determining whether one’s 
uncle served in the Australian armed forces during all the wars to researching all the Jewish 
Members of Parliament since Federation. Most of these innovations, the archivist’s salary, 
rent, digitising the documents and establishing the website are funded by JCA.
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sydney jewish 
museum

The Sydney Jewish Museum is now reaching unprecedented numbers of people across 
the greater community. Approximately 55,000 people visit the Museum each year, half of 
whom are school students. As well as on-site visitors, about 3,000 to 4,000 students are 
educated by the Museum via off-site programs, and therefore the reach is not only within 
NSW but across Australia. In addition, there are numerous teacher training programs both 
at the Museum and offsite. Every teacher that is educated in turn educates many thousands 
of students over their lifetime. A significant impact! The Museum also works with health 
care workers to sensitise them to working with people from traumatised backgrounds and 
with corporate groups, police and the army for ethical leadership training and other 
bespoke professional development seminars. Innovative, thought-provoking temporary 
exhibitions have become a trademark of the Museum. An example of this is its current 
exhibition Jukebox Jewkbox! A Jewish Century on Shellac and Vinyl. The additional impact 
of temporary exhibitions such as this one is that they bring in individuals who may never 
have had contact with the material on display in the permanent exhibition. The lessons 
from the Holocaust and the rich history of Judaism are reaching more and more children 
and adults in Sydney and throughout Australia.

The Sydney Jewish Museum 
is all about education. Without 
JCA funding we would not be 
able to hire additional educators 
and grow our numbers.

Norman Seligman, CEO
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The fate of the Jews in the 
diaspora was, is and predictably 
will be, determined by their 
commitment to Jewish education. 

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks

JCA is determined to ensure that Jewish students, at the school 
and university level, are able to access high quality Jewish 
education. This encapsulates Jewish studies, history and culture in 
an environment where secular subjects are taught at an exemplary 
level. The commitment to education of this standard is tied closely to 
promoting a strong sense of communal connection and identity.

Whilst the high standard of Jewish education in NSW is well 
known, knowledge of some of the diversity inherent in the various 
organisations to achieve this success is illuminating. The Jewish 
Day Schools’ mission is to provide excellence in education within 
each organisation’s individual focus. Jewish studies, identity and 
connection for students outside of the Jewish Day School system 
are provided by the Board of Jewish Education (BJE) and the Board 
of Progressive Jewish Education (BPJE). The Fund for Jewish Higher 
Education (FJHE) completes the mission by providing programs for 
university students who want to learn more about Jewish history, 
culture and religion.

s&a
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board of jewish 
education

Board of Jewish Education (BJE) provides Jewish education to Jewish students who do 
not attend Jewish day schools. BJE also does so much more! BJE brings Project Heritage 
to students in year 6 and according to Hilit Man, CEO, “It will be the first time that most of 
these students will hear the word ‘Holocaust’.” BJE also provides additional Jewish studies 
and Hebrew classes before and after school in nine public schools throughout Sydney. 
These programs are fully subscribed. A Parent Engagement Manager has been appointed 
to provide a ‘point of contact’ in order to increase family involvement with our community. 
Essentially, BJE is a means of allowing Jewish students outside of Jewish day schools to be 
a part of the community. BJE aims to provide inclusive, quality Jewish education to children 
in the State and non-Jewish private school systems across NSW. It strives to inspire Jewish 
identity in its students, encouraging them to become active members of our community.

Our religious classes during 
school in Public schools are 
funded completely by JCA.

Hilit Man, CEO
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board of 
progressive 

jewish education
Board of Progressive Jewish Education (BPJE) provides pluralistic programs for NSW 
and ACT Jewish students outside of the Day School system who wish to connect with the 
community, learn more about Judaism and Hebrew and strengthen their Jewish identity. 
BPJE is proud of all of the programs that it facilitates and supports via its constituent 
members (Netzer, ACT Jewish Community, Emanuel Synagogue and North Shore Temple 
Emanuel). For example, the KEF Kids program provides an immersive Jewish religious, 
cultural and language program for Year K to Year 5 students and it encourages family 
engagement. According to Board President, David Speiser, it aims “to get kids comfortable 
in Jewish environments such as a shul and to enhance their understanding of Jewish history, 
culture and language.” The Meah Hebrew and Religion School in Chatswood is another 
of BPJE’s very successful programs, and it caters to approximately 60 students per week. 
The ACTJC and Netzer also play a fundamentally important role in filling an existing gap in 
the educational, religious and cultural learning needs of the Sydney and Canberra Jewish 
communities. Inclusion and engagement are the touchstones of BPJE.

With minor exceptions from time 
to time, all of our funding comes 
from the JCA.

David Speiser, Board President
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JCA has had a significant impact on our 
school because we have many students 
here who would otherwise not be able 
to attend a Jewish day school without 
the fee assistance they receive.

Andrew Watt, Principal

emanuel school
Emanuel School defines itself as being ‘the only egalitarian, pluralistic Jewish day school in 
NSW’ for people of all Jewish traditions. It is proud of its newly opened Innovation Centre 
designed to encourage collaboration, design thinking, project-based learning and problem 
solving, through engaging with real life commercial, social and political issues. According 
to school principal, Andrew Watt, keeping students very connected and engaged in their 
learning is crucial. Emanuel provides formal and informal programs on topical issues such 
as social media and mental health. Nurturing independent, resilient individuals who can 
become ethical and responsible leaders is at the core of Emanuel School’s values.
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Fund for Jewish Higher Education
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fund for jewish 
higher education

Fund for Jewish Higher Education (FJHE) was established to promote and support Jewish 
Studies at universities and other institutions for higher education. The Department of 
Hebrew Biblical and Jewish Studies at the University of Sydney is a stand-alone department 
dedicated to Jewish higher learning, covering subjects such as Hebrew language, Jewish 
civilization and thought and even the Arab/Israel conflict. This is crucial according to Peter 
Wertheim, Fund Chairman, because, “As distance grows from the memories of World War II 
and the Holocaust, the level of public knowledge about these events is diminishing.” The 
Department is able to attract international scholars and specialists in their fields, not only to 
teach students but also to give public lectures. The Fund is able to engage with the Jewish 
community, helping to train future Jewish studies and Hebrew teachers for the day schools 
and educate those outside at an extremely high standard, gaining respect in the Jewish and 
wider community.

We support JCA and what it does 
because we see its central importance 
in providing baseload support for the 
community as a whole.

Peter Wertheim, Fund Chairman.



There’s no question in my mind, having 
worked in NSW with a JCA and in Melbourne 
where they didn’t have a JCA that of the 
two systems, I believe the JCA system is the 
better system from a community perspective.

Roy Steinman, Principal

kesser torah 
college

Kesser Torah College (KTC) is focused on providing excellence through a true dual 
curriculum model, both in Jewish Studies and General Studies. It aims to provide students 
with a relevant, meaningful Jewish literacy which empowers them to become practising and 
knowledgeable Jews in an environment where they learn to live by the Torah’s teachings. 
At the same time, with 22 General Studies subjects on offer at HSC level, a Kesser Torah 
Education will equip them for tertiary study, wherever they choose to go. As College 
Principal, Roy Steinman says, “The ideal KTC student is one with a Chumash or Gemarah in 
one hand and a laptop in the other.” 
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masada college
Masada College, the only Jewish day school on the North Shore, has a strong emphasis 
on cultures of thinking, a Harvard based discipline whereby teachers look at thinking 
dispositions and implement them into a classroom. Martin Tait, Principal, says, “The teachers 
get students to think in a different way.” The school has also embraced The Leader In Me 
program at the primary school level. It promotes leadership and life skills relevant to modern 
day life. This year, for the first time Masada took students on MIT, its Israel program, and 
included its non-Jewish students thereby providing them an opportunity to experience and 
learn about Israel first hand.

Without JCA, our fee 
assisted Jewish students 
wouldn’t be here.

Martin Tait, Principal
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The funding that we receive 
through JCA is used exclusively for 
fee subsidies. Without this, many 
children would be unable to afford 
a Moriah College education.

Roberta Goot OAM, Co-acting College Principal

moriah college
Moriah College has Jewish values at its core. From Early Learning to Year 12, students 
develop a strong sense of identity and belonging. In recent years Moriah has expanded 
its community service program, encouraging many students to engage with other JCA 
constituencies and sparking a lifelong connection to the community. A Moriah education 
provides students with the inquiry-based learning, collaboration, critical thinking and 
transferrable skills that are sought after in a rapidly changing world. Programs such as Peer 
Support, Scholars in Entrepreneurship and MoriahPreneurs contribute to this. Moriah alumni 
are provided with opportunities such as the Brownstone program that enables them to 
access immersive, professional and global Jewish networks.
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mount sinai 
college

Mount Sinai College is a Jewish primary school. It is a school driven by technology and its 
new building is a testament to this with innovative teaching spaces and areas designed to 
stimulate creativity. Mount Sinai is an ‘Apple distinguished school’, further proof of its focus 
on the use of technologies to support excellence in teaching and learning. According to 
Principal, Phil Roberts, “That translates into excellence in science, technology, engineering, 
arts and maths.” The school is also known for embracing the Feuerstein program, based on 
the concept of neuroplasticity, which is designed to help children become more effective 
learners.

By providing subsidy to families in 
need, our children are able to access 
these unique programs that benefit 
them as people and learners.

Phil Roberts, Principal

s&aje
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If I am not for myself, who will be 
for me? But if I am only for myself, 
who am I? If not now, when?

Hillel, Ethics of the Fathers, 1:14

With antisemitism on the rise worldwide, the threat to the security 
of the Jewish community is ever-present. The role of organisations 
such as Community Security Group and NSW Board of Deputies is 
crucial in ensuring the safety of our people and in advocating on our 
behalf in a proactive manner.
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community 
security group

The NSW Community Security Group (CSG) is operating in an environment in which the 
threat milieu is constantly evolving, and changing requirements need to be balanced with 
available and appropriate resources. While CSG has a clear and obvious impact on the 
community when we attend synagogue and all communal events, it is also focused on 
building not only a robust security infrastructure, but also a resilient community.  What is less 
obvious is the positive impact that being a member of CSG has on its volunteers including 
development in their leadership, negotiation skills, confidence, network building, qualifications 
and handling responsibility. CSG has more than 300 volunteers across its various divisions, 
with hundreds training together every week. It protects the community at the majority 
of communal events annually and our synagogues on a weekly basis. The organisation, 
across all divisions and operations, shares a common mission – to protect Jewish life and 
the Jewish way of life. As antisemitism is on the rise it is imperative to maintain a proactive 
stance toward our community’s security. CSG is continuing to evolve within the current threat 
environment by enhancing its connection with the community through social media, its 
website and the CSG Alert App, keeping the community connected and informed.

Our community is in a very strong position 
as a result of JCA. With the current threat 
environment being as volatile as it is, the 
importance of CSG has never been as 
critical for the community as it is today.

Matthew Meyerson, Head of Security
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nsw jewish  
board of deputies

NSW Jewish Board of Deputies’ core work is proactive relationship-building with politicians, 
media and faith groups and responding to antisemitism. CEO Vic Alhadeff describes the 
organisation’s mission as “the physical and political security of the community.” He cites 
its recent success in spearheading a three-year campaign which resulted in the State 
Government passing a law that makes it a crime to incite violence on the basis of race, 
religion, gender or sexuality as a massive achievement for any Jewish community anywhere 
in the world. It was initiated and driven by the Board of Deputies. The organisation devotes 
significant energy to building links with other faith and ethnic communities. Its Respect, 
Understanding and Acceptance schools harmony program reaches about 1,000 high school 
students annually, encouraging respect for diversity and the need to speak out against 
racism, while its We Are All Sydney program engages with young adults from emerging 
communities, imparting life skills in communication, leadership, community organising and 
advocacy. The Board of Deputies also works hard to build relationships with media, a high 
point being its journalists’ mission to Israel, giving journalists an intensive immersion into the 
geopolitical situation in that part of the world. Says Alhadeff: “Our work is about making NSW 
a better place to be Jewish.”

Without JCA, the Board of Deputies 
could not be proactive in the way 
it combats antisemitism and builds 
strategic relationships.

Vic Alhadeff, CEO JEWISH
BOARD OF
DEPUTIES
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the giving forum
The Giving Forum (TGF) was established in December 2015 following 
an initiative by JCA to rethink the community’s approach to sustainable 
funding. TGF is made up of a group of major local donors and their 
families and its mission is to inspire philanthropy on a large scale and 
provide an enduring funding platform to guarantee the local Jewish 
community’s financial security and growth over the next century.

JCA and TGF have formed a strategic partnership to help redefine the objective of building 
sustainable funding for the community. JCA’ s co-ordinated approach to fundraising, 
engagement and the allocation of resources along with the strategic planning guidance it 
offers the community, is well coupled with the energy and passion emanating from TGF.

Philanthropy from TGF members has already had material positive impact in the areas 
of sustainability (Sydney Jewish Museum), disability, next generation (Jumpstart), advocacy, 
Jewish Day School affordability and major gifts, including that of Peter Ivany.

2018 was a year of achievements for particular projects funded by TGF members. The JCA 
Jumpstart Hub – our Jewish community co-working space is fully subscribed and thriving. 
Innovation remains its driving force catering for social enterprises and commercial ventures. 
The JCA Jumpstart Volunteer software platform (JV) has been launched, connecting and 
matching community volunteering opportunities with individuals who have time to donate 
to our community. The platform is currently being enhanced to include Facebook access 
to further improve its reach. This year’s SharkTank event, for social business initiatives, 
attracted an audience of over 400 members of the community. The $50,000 prize money 
was made available by members of TGF, with first prize this year going to Little Dreamers, an 
organisation that supports young carers.

The innovative J-Bridge Jewish primary school deferred loan scheme, funded by 
members of TGF, has not seen the takeup we had hoped for and JCA and TGF will continue 
their collaboration to further develop the J-Bridge offering in order to improve Jewish Day 
school enrolments.

These ground breaking programs would not have been possible without the support of 
members of TGF. JCA looks forward to extending its partnership with TGF through exciting 
and diverse new opportunities for the benefit of our community.
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y2i
Youth 2 Israel (Y2i) grants $5,000 vouchers to year 10 students 
from NSW, ACT and QLD to make participation in approved 
Israel education programs affordable. Y2i was born out of a JCA 
Planning report, and JCA is delighted to work in partnership with 
Y2i. These Israel experiences of five weeks or longer are life-
changing journeys and Y2i is fostering the continuity of our local 
Jewish community.

More than 1,000 students have participated since Y2i’s inception in 2015 and the 2019 Y2i 
cohort will be the largest yet, over 350 students. Journeying to Israel has proven to be 
one of the most successful ways of keeping youth connected to the community and Y2i 
endeavours to increase the numbers every year. Participation by students not at Jewish 
schools has increased by 115% since 2015. At Jewish schools, on average 89% of year 10 
students participate in their schools’ Israel program.

Touring around Israel, experiencing 
Jewish and Israeli culture and 
learning about Israel’s history has 
helped me find a deeper connection 
to my Jewish roots.

Jade Rimer, BJE Israel Program 2018
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observership 
program

The Observership Program facilitates the involvement of 
young talented members of our community to have a one-year 
structured experience on one of our community boards. During 
that time, Observers attend all board and/or committee meetings 
as non-voting members and gain first-hand exposure to the role 
of the board, its decision-making and operations. Observers 
learn the significance of JCA and in turn are encouraged to utilise 
their skills to support and better our community. They are also 
given targeted training and mentorship designed to give them 
important skills to bring to the boardroom and, to our community.

The overarching benefit is that the program provides a pathway for young, dynamic 
professionals to become involved within communal organisations, with the desired outcome 
being that Observers go on to become fully-fledged Board members at the conclusion of 
their placement. The program has experienced success with approximately 40 graduates 
having gone on to join their communal Board.

The program was launched in 2012 in partnership with JCA and our constituent members. 
JCA continues to remain a strategic partner of the Observership Program. Now entering 
its 8th year, the Observership Program facilitates the involvement of young, talented and 
energetic individuals in a structured 12-month experience on non-profit Boards. With over 
150 (including 2019) participants placed on Jewish Communal Boards to date, it has been 
hailed a success by participants and Boards alike.
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australian 
jewish funders

The Australian Jewish Funders (AJF) is the network inspiring 
effective philanthropy and strengthening community. Driven by 
Jewish values, AJF supports the philanthropy of members by 
providing a space to nurture strategic giving, collaboration and 
innovation amongst like-minded funders. AJF programs facilitate 
social investment and community building across all ages – 
working with teenagers, millennials, community leaders, individual 
donors, family foundations and more – inspiring members to have 
a greater impact on the Jewish community, wider Australian society 
and the world.

AJF and JCA work together to grow Jewish giving and communal innovation across 
NSW and ACT. With impressive connections to the global Jewish community, AJF assists 
in providing JCA with international Jewish communal insights and connections, access 
to leading global Jewish philanthropists and opportunities for philanthropic study tours, 
most recently looking at ‘Jewish Innovation and Philanthropic Impact’ across the US Bay 
Area and California.

Together with Shalom and the Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation, 
AJF and JCA have partnered in the facilitation of LaunchPad – A Platform for Jewish 
Community Innovation since 2014. For the second time, the 2019 LaunchPad Retreat will 
be held in NSW, gathering 42 Jewish innovators, leaders and change-makers from across 
Australia to connect and build Jewish community.
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Abacus Property Group  
is a leading diversified 
Australian real estate  
investment trust (AREIT) 
with a core investment 
portfolio of office and  
self storage assets.  

Our strategy is to  
invest capital in real  
estate opportunities  
that drive long term total 
returns and maximise  
securityholder value.
 
www.abacusproperty.com.au

S u p p o r t i n g
o u r 
c o m m u n i t y

 

 

Delivering superior outcomes for our investors and clients

Phil Green, Trevor Loewensohn and Morris Symonds

Sydney    •    Melbourne    •    Brisbane    •    Perth
Tel: 02 8023 4000    • www.alceon.com.au

Proudly supporting JCA and the Community
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For more than 50 years, JCA has been 
at the heart of our community, with 
each of our 23 member organisations 
delivering vital services to every corner 
of our community – providing care for 
the disadvantaged and the elderly, 
the Jewish education of our children, 
preserving Holocaust memory and 
keeping our community safe.

Stephen Chipkin
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2% to jca 
bequest program

JCA’s mission for the future is to ensure continuity. This is the 
driving force behind JCA’s new 2% Bequest Program. The idea 
is to ‘future-proof’ the community for generations to come.

A strong capital base will be required to ensure the maintenance of the vibrancy, 
strength and security that our community enjoys. According to Chipkin, “The idea 
is simple. We’re asking people to consider including in their Wills a small portion of 
their estate, say 2% (or more if they can afford it), to the Community Future Fund 
established by JCA.” 

The program makes provision for bequests to be directed to the general JCA fund or 
for all or part of the gift to be directed to specific pillars for: Aged & Community Care; 
Culture, Engagement & Outreach; Holocaust, History & Heritage; Jewish Education; 
or Security & Advocacy. All funds will be invested, under the guidance of JCA’s 
Investment Committee, for at least 25 years. If people prefer to make a bequest 
directly to JCA member organisations, they are encouraged to do so.

Legacy gifts to the general JCA fund will provide the greatest flexibility to address the 
needs of the future because whilst JCA cannot specifically predict the future needs of 
our community it does know that for more than 50 years this flexible and responsible 
organisation has been able to respond to the community’s changing needs.

For more information about the JCA 2% Bequest Program,  
call JCA on 9360-2344, email legacy@jca.org.au  
or visit the JCA website: www.jca.org.au/legacy
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ivany bequest
Peter Ivany AM, Honorary Life Governor and long-time supporter of JCA, has decided to 
lead by example by committing a gift to JCA of $2 million initially, growing over time. Peter 
has regarded the long term sustainability of the Jewish community as a priority for many 
years. It is his belief that the continuity and growth of our community is tied to a need for 
increased operational funding for new projects, planning and staff. His intention is to set 
aside the initial gift of $2 million and actively manage its investment so that it can grow well 
in excess of $2 million, with capital to be released for specific projects over time and, 
ultimately, as a bequest.

Peter has discussed his plans with his family and this extremely generous commitment 
has been made with their full support. Whilst Peter wants his children to follow their own 
passions and donate to their own causes he hopes that his philanthropic example is 
something that they will follow. 

As someone with an intimate knowledge of the organisational workings of JCA, Peter 
sees that, “JCA is the overall bulwark that makes the community survive and prosper.” He 
believes that as a philanthropist he can’t ‘rule from the grave’ and he has total faith in the 
people of JCA and the way in which they will deal with his contribution over time.

JCA President, Stephen Chipkin notes that, “Decisions such as this are essential for the 
sustainability of the community over the long term. JCA is extremely grateful for the actions 
of donors such as Peter and hopes it will prove to be an inspiration for others.”

The true reward from my 
philanthropy is the realisation 
that my actions have assisted in 
making the lives of others easier.

Peter Ivany AM
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Ageis is proud to support 
JCA, our people and 
our community for now
and our future generations.

T 02 8123 1000  
E advisors@ageis.com.auageis.com.au

Knowledge 
Integrity
Trust 

Stephen Jankelowitz
David Lechem 
Robert Moylan

“This time, be sure you choose an accountant
who adds value.”

Level 14 Tower 2
101 Grafton Street

Bondi Junction
NSW 2022 Australia

(Entrance cnr Grafton & Grosvenor Sts)

Tel 02 9389 1600
info@baskinclarkepriest.com.au
www.baskinclarkepriest.com.au
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